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If you do front ends… you do UX design

But probably not as well as you should

• Crowded screens

• Walls of data grids

• Important information
does not stand out







“For the history of software, it’s 
been good enough to make things 

possible. Now success also depends 
on making things easy.”



UX design can help avoid catastrophic failure

“Avon halts its 
global rollout… 
after a Canadian 
pilot project 
prompts reps to 
quit in frustration.”



Speaking of design catastrophes: Windows 8



But it’s probably not that big a risk for you.

Your risk is leaving money 
on the table.

Potentially, lots of money…
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Estimating ROI for design

• Internal corporate software
• User productivity

• Reduced errors

• Reduced training

• ISV – software package or software as a service
• Better sales

• Improved customer retention

• Reduced technical support



User productivity estimates need

• The number of users 

• The average number of hours per day that a user operates 
the application 

• The loaded cost per user per year (salary plus benefits plus 
overhead such as computers and office space) 

• The estimated productivity savings of better user experience, 
expressed as a percentage
• Typical successful design gets at least 10%

• Even a basic design effort will probably yield at least 5% 



Boring math stuff

• U is the number of users

• H is the number of hours of usage per day

• L is the loaded cost per user

• P is the percentage of improvement in productivity

• The formula for savings is simple: 

(H / 8) * U * L * (P / 100) 



That’s why spreadsheets were invented

• Similar formulas for reduced errors and reduced training

• I have a spreadsheet with the formulas

• Does a total estimate for potential corporate application UX 
savings

• Let me show it to you briefly

• You can have it – just ask

Insert wavy spreadsheet



Intangible returns too

• User satisfaction – reduced stress

• Better emotional connection to your company



UX impact for ISVs

• Increased sales

• Increased retention of existing customers

• Reduced tech support

If the package is far enough behind the times, risk is 
that a competitor will swoop in with a modern app –
this can be a threat to your company’s existence



Getting those returns 

• Not about aesthetics

• You need to design UX that:
• Has clean, fast app navigation

• Helps users find information they need quickly

• Visualizes data the way users need to see it



Aesthetics are important, but…



Show your users data they way they need to 
see it

• The cloud means more data
• Sensors, events, many data 

sources

• Data must be easily 
consumable to be useful

• Data visualization requires 
UX design



Data 
visualization



Which way would you like to see equipment?



Or do you 
prefer this?



Customer interactions visualization example



Status visualization example

Cow is alive

Cow is dead



Better search 
experience



Better app 
navigation



Good navigation starts with focus on most 
needed actions and information

• Typical page/view has four to six pieces of information the 
user needs most

• Typical page/view has two to three actions the user needs 
most

• Find these out first – then design the view



Good interaction works for typical user 



UX design foundation: principles of design

• Design principles come from the way the human brain and 
visual system work

• If you work against the principles, users will work too hard 
and make mistakes more often

• If you work with the principles, users will see things faster 
and make fewer mistakes









• Our visual system groups 
by size, shape, color, and 
proximity

• You’ve just seen four 
major Gestalt design 
principles, plus mapping



I’m in 
room 
207
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Violating Gestalt Proximity unnecessarily 
leads to errors and confusion

• Hitting a control element by accident because it was too close 
to what you intended can be rage inducing (along with 
damaging user productivity by throwing away hard-won work)

• In this case, iconography is awful too

Wipes out all 
previous work on 
this event, 
irreversibly



Design principle example

http://bit.ly/TheAwarenessTest

http://bit.ly/TheAwarenessTest


A test

• I will show three slides for a few seconds each

• Each slide will have drawings of common tools you might 
find around your house or workshop

• Your task: how many slides contain a hammer?













Users mostly see what they expect to see

• What users perceive is heavily influenced by what they’re 
looking for

• The visual system simple filters out things not considered 
relevant to the task at hand



It’s not hard to learn design principles

• There are about three dozen that matter the most in 
software

• Almost all of them make sense as soon as they are explained



Again, users mostly see what they expect to 
see

• What users perceive is heavily influenced by what they’re 
looking for

• Inattentional blindness is one aspect, but there are several 
others

• Next up: Priming









Framing

• What you expect to see can 
be set by previous 
experience

• When you see a kitchen, 
you expect a stove

• If you go in a kitchen that 
has no stove, you may still 
remember seeing one



Life Sciences
Complex



This 
illustrates a 
principle in 
the Gestalt 
family called 
Figure 
Ground





















Evil by Design

• Subverting these principles to hide what you don’t want the 
user to see

• It’s unethical









Other principles that prime or influence what 
users expect

• Archetypes 

• Familiarity

• Habituation







For today’s workshop exercises, focus on…

• Proximity and grouping

• Uncluttered screens

• Use of color (keep it subtle)

• Use of evocative shapes and graphics

• Layering
• Example: background icon in translucent color



Data visualization design exercise

• “Sketch an information card for a pet in a veterinary 
application.”

• Start by thinking about the pet information you would most 
like to see if you were a vet. Keep it down to 5 or 6 data 
items. Then draw at least two layouts that compose this 
information into a card for the vet to view. Imagine that it 
will be shown on a flat screen TV in the vet’s work room, 
where he can easily look up and see it.



Here is one example that I sketched for the 
pet information card



The hard part

• Remembering to use the principles is where you’ll probably 
stumble

• Most developers are in a deep, deep rut

• We’re always busy

Breaking free of the past is your biggest 
challenge – by far





But once you do break free of the past, it’s 
permanent.

A common sentiment from my clients who 
focused on UX design:

“We don’t even think about software 
development the same way as before.”



To break out, use a UX design process

• Fairly lightweight

• For a single view, it might only take a day or two

• For a full application replacement, it will probably take two 
to three weeks with a design team of 3-6 people



Don’t design everything in the app up front

• Most used pages/views (about 6-10 usually)

• Overall app navigation

• Search experience

• Useful data visualizations

This sets a design direction and encourages 
better design for everything added later



A lightweight design process usually does not add 
cost or time to your overall development effort

• Eliminates false starts

• Reduces iterations with users

• Yields more valuable apps
• Gets the ROI we talked about earlier



Typical steps in a UX design process
Understanding

• Business needs
• User observation in the field
• Analyzing user observations
• Creating work models
• Listing and prioritizing design tasks

Design

• Visioning
• Storyboarding
• Wireframing / Illustration / paper mock-up
• Interaction prototyping
• Design evaluation



UX should emphasize what the 
user does a lot

• "Do you *know* what your 
users do?“

• Survey of users: “What three 
things do you do in the 
inquiry screen?”
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User observation and analysis

• Observing users in their typical work environment

• A representative set of users is best

• Record notes and product “observations”
• These are simple sentences about what you learned
• Example: “User has trouble searching by phone number”

• Analyze observations to gain overall understanding of needs 
and priorities

• I have a detailed process for this that I use in my projects



Ideation

• Development of ideas via sketching

• Best to do it in groups of 2-4

• Multiple rounds of sketching, usually to refine ideas





Look for opportunities to innovate



Key technique – multiple, competing ideas

• The way to get great ideas for design is to have lots of ideas

• You should find multiple design approaches for every design 
challenge you face
• At least two – three or four even better

• Doing multiple designs forces you to break with the past and 
explore new ideas



Billy Hollis

• My main work is consulting. You can get me and my team for:
• User interface design and prototyping
• Development of native, web, and desktop apps

• I personally do onsite training for teams on UX design

• UX design video training on Pluralsight and LinkedIn

• I also train on XAML 
• WPF / Windows 10 / Uno Platform
• Beginning through advanced

billy –at– nextver.com

@billyhollis on Twitter

www.linkedin.com/in/billy-hollis-next-version


